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Childhood constipation: Current status, challenges, and future perspectives

Shaman Rajindrajith, Niranga Manjuri Devanarayana, Marc A Benninga

Abstract

Constipation in children is a major health issue around the world, with a global prevalence of 9.5%. They present to clinicians with a myriad of clinical signs. The Rome IV symptom-based criteria are used to diagnose functional constipation. Functional constipation is also a huge financial burden for healthcare system and has a detrimental impact on health-related quality of life of children. There are various risk factors identified globally, including centrally connected factors such as child abuse, emotional and behavioral issues, and psychological stress. Constipation is also precipitated by a low-fiber diet, physical inactivity, and an altered intestinal microbiome. The main pathophysiological mechanism is stool withholding, while altered rectal function, anal sphincter, pelvic floor, and colonic dysfunction also play important roles. Clinical evaluation is critical in making a diagnosis, and most investigations are only required in refractory patients. In the treatment of childhood constipation, both nonpharmacological (education and demystification, dietary changes, toilet training, behavioral interventions, biofeedback, and pelvic floor physiotherapy), and pharmacological (osmotic and stimulant laxatives and novel drugs like prucalopride and lubiprostone) interventions are used. For children with refractory constipation, transanal irrigation, botulinum toxin, neuromodulation, and surgical treatments are reserved. While frequent use of probiotics is still in the experimental stage, healthy dietary habits, living a healthy lifestyle and limiting exposure to stressful events, are all beneficial preventive measures.
INTRODUCTION

Childhood functional constipation (FC) is characterized by the presence of infrequent, and painful bowel motions, fecal incontinence, stool withholding behavior, and occasional passage of large diameter stools. Epidemiologically it amounts to a global health problem as developed and developing countries show a high prevalence[1]. Children with constipation suffer from a variety of symptoms unrelated to their gastrointestinal system and the disease detrimentally affects their quality of life, often unrecognized by the healthcare systems[2]. A large sum of public funds is also being spent on caring for children with constipation due to repeated hospital admissions, emergency room visits, and regular clinic visits because of recurrent exacerbations of their symptoms[3]. All these factors demand a fresh look at childhood constipation. Therefore, in this frontier article, we critically review the current literature to develop a new paradigm on epidemiology and risk factors, pathophysiology, investigations, and management of children with constipation.

Identifying children with constipation: The Rome criteria

Constipation had been defined using a large number of definitions. An unambiguous, universal definition was needed for epidemiological, pathophysiological, and clinical trials at the turn of the century. These demands paved the way to defining functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGIDs) in the Rome process. In 2006, Rome III criteria were established to diagnose childhood constipation. The duration of constipation was reduced from 3 mo used in Rome II criteria to 2 mo, clearly defining constipation in a more practical way[4]. Rome III criteria were more useful in clinical diagnosis of constipation in children and has a good construct validity. However, the inter- and intra-observer reliability of Rome criteria has been poor, indicating the necessity to develop more robust, clinically valuable criteria[5]. The Rome IV criteria were released in 2016[6] (Table 1). Apart from changing the duration of symptoms from 2 mo to 1 mo from onset to diagnosis, the other criteria remain as the same in Rome III. The change has not increased the number of children diagnosed with constipation, and both Rome III and Rome IV criteria were in excellent agreement[7]. However, the reduction of the duration of symptoms required to diagnose constipation is an important move as it is essential to start therapeutic interventions as early as possible to minimize both physiological and psychological consequences of late diagnosis and treatments.

Epidemiology

FC is a common FGID throughout childhood. In the last 2 decades, several systematic reviews reported that the prevalence of FC changes with the definition used, but prevalence does not change with age, sex, and FC is found all over the world. The prevalence of FC is lower in Asian children compared to American and European children. Although the exact reason for this observation is not clear, it is possible that dietary, cultural factors, and social factors related to toilet training may play a role[1,8].

The relationship between socioeconomic status and FC is controversial. Several studies have reported that FC is not associated with low level of parental education, low family income, or maternal and paternal employment[9,10]. However, a Nigerian study reported a higher prevalence among children.
with low social class[11]. Other important factors reported in epidemiological studies include positive family history and health problems among family members[9,10]. Recent studies using Rome IV criteria reported a significantly high prevalence of FC in infants and young children. A study from China noted that 7% of children aged 0-4 years were suffering from FC and among infants in Malaysia it was 1.1%[12,13]. A systematic review on FGIDs in infants and toddlers reported a prevalence of FC as 11.6% at the age of 3 mo according to Rome III criteria[14].

Risk factors for constipation

Several risk factors for FC have been identified. All these factors finally lead to anorectal dysfunction and fecal retention in the rectum and the colon leading to passage of infrequent, hard, and painful stools. It is understood that FC is a disorder of gut brain interactions. Therefore, the risk factors involving childhood FC is divided into two main categories namely, centrally mediated and gut related mechanisms.

CENTRAL RISK FACTORS

Stressful life event

Subtle perceived stressors, such as separation from best friend, failure in exam in school, being bullied at school, and change of school and home related stressors, such as divorce or separation of parents, loss of job of a parent, and severe illnesses in the family may precipitate FC[15]. Other home related risk factors reported were frequent domestic fights, marital disharmony, and sibling rivalry[16,17].

Abuse and child maltreatment

Psychological trauma associated with abuse and maltreatment is known to associate with FC. A study from Sri Lanka reported exposure to all three major forms of abuse (physical, emotional, and sexual) predispose children to develop FC[18]. It also showed that these children had more severe bowel symptoms and somatization. At the molecular level, abuse influences DNA methylation and lead to changes in epigenetic structure and mechanisms[19]. Stress generated during the period of exposure to abuse and psychological influences that last longer and changes in the epigenetic structure may contribute to permanent alterations in the dialogue between the brain and the large bowel leading to FC.

Other psychological and behavioral factors

Studying children with FC using the child behavior check list, several authors reported behavioral traits such as internalization and externalization are more frequent among these children[20,21]. FC is also associated with psychological maladjustment, anxiety, and depression[22-24]. Using the strength and difficulty questionnaire, Cagan-Appak and co-workers[25] noted emotional and peer problems to be more common among children with FC.

Parental rearing style and psychological state

The rearing style of parents is a significant factor during the early life of a child, particularly during the time of toilet training. Parents with high autonomy may try to train their children too strictly and parents with lower autonomy could neglect toilet training leading to fecal retention and constipation.

Studies have noted that parents of children with FC have strict and authoritative parenting styles and are over protective and have rigid attitudes[21,25,26]. In addition, FC in children is also associated with depression and anxiety of parents[25]. All these factors could negatively affect the developing minds of children, adversely affecting their brain-gut connections and lead to FC.
Toilet training
Poor toilet training is a major risk factor for the development of FC in toddlers. Toilet training/potty training should be started between 18-30 mo[27]. However, socioeconomic factors and cultural norms also play a significant role in determination of the timing. Indeed, a comparative study between children from Vietnam and Sweden reported that toilet training was started at 6 mo of age in 89% of Vietnamese children and was achieved in 98% of children by 24 mo, whereas only 5% of Swedish children had started training by 24 mo[28]. Some young children develop stool toileting refusal due to fear of defecation using the toilet or strained family dynamics which enhances withholding behavior [27].

PERIPHERAL RISK FACTORS

Diet
Several dietary factors have been identified as increasing the risk to develop FC. Fiber is an important component of the human diet. Several studies have shown an association between consumption of a diet low in fiber content, including fruits and vegetables, and FC in children[9,10,29]. An observational study noted an association between consumption of fast food and FC[30]. Cow’s milk protein allergy is also considered as a potential risk factor for FC in children. Several studies have reported the association between consumption of cow’s milk and FC[31-33]. In an elegant study, Borrelli et al[33] showed that children with cow’s milk allergy-related constipation had increased rectal mast cell density and increased spatial interaction between mast cells and nerve fibers. In addition, anorectal motor abnormalities were found which may result in constipation. These abnormalities resolved on an elimination diet.

Physical activity
Physical activity is an integral part of day-to-day life and has a number of positive health benefits including improved cardiometabolic and bone health. Sedentary lifestyle has been associated with FC [30,34]. Likewise, others have also noted the beneficial effects of physical activity in preventing FC[35,36].

Abnormal microbiota
The microbiome of the large intestine plays a crucial role in health and disease. Its concentration is estimated up to 10^{13}-10^{14} cell/g luminal content in the large bowel[37]. This large body of live organisms serves the human body with a variety of physiological functions including digestion and absorption, immunity, prevention of growth of pathogenic organisms, and production of multiple bioactive products. In addition, the microbiome significantly contributes to the stool bulk. de Meij and co-workers [38] reported increased Bacteroides (B. fragilis, B. ovatus) and Bifidobacteria (B. longum) in children with FC. Another study reported increased Bifidobacteria and Clostridia in children with FC[39]. In contrast a reduction of Bifidobacteria and Lactobacilli were noted in adults with FC[40]. When summarizing these data, it is not possible to clearly identify a pattern of organisms associated with FC. Therefore, there is no definitive evidence that the microbiome contributes significantly to predispose children to develop FC.

Pathophysiology
The etiology of FC in children is largely unknown. However, the understanding of the potential pathophysiological mechanisms is rapidly advancing with the aid of evolving novel technological advances, such as high resolution anorectal and colonic manometry and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) imaging. Growing evidence suggests that voluntary withholding, anorectal dysfunctions (altered sensation, increased compliance, anal achalasia, and dyssynergic defecation), colonic dysfunctions (altered electrophysiology and altered motility), and central mechanisms operating through the brain-gut-microbiota axis and hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis contribute to the pathophysiological mechanisms.

STOOL WITHHOLDING
Stool withholding is the commonest pathophysiological mechanism for developing FC in young children. Faulty toilet training and painful defecation due to passage of hard and large fecal masses lead children to withhold stools. The rectal mucosa, which is designed to absorb water in stools, absorbs water in feces, and the fecal mass in the rectum becomes rock hard and difficult to evacuate. Occasional passage of the fecal mass causes pain in the perianal region, which further aggravates withholding. The rectal wall stretches due to the enlarging fecal mass and accommodates more fecal matter, sometimes leading to a megarectum, which further reduces the desire to pass stools, and augmenting symptoms
Stretched rectal walls may lose its normal contractility, which is necessary to propel feces. All these pathophysiological factors set up a vicious cycle of stool withholding, painful defecation, and alteration of rectal physiology.

**ALTERED RECTAL COMPLIANCE**

Increased rectal compliance was noted in children with long-standing fecal impaction. It is difficult to determine whether altered rectal compliance is a primary pathology leading to fecal impaction or secondary to bowel damage caused by prolonged fecal stasis. Children with higher rectal compliance have more severe symptoms, such as fecal incontinence[42]. However, it had been shown that increased rectal compliance has no relationship to the treatment success by noticing that children with high rectal compliance also recovered fully despite their abnormal physiology[42]. In addition, it is important to note that high rectal compliance persists in some children despite them being successfully treated and having no features of FC for many years[43].

**ANAL SPHINCTER AND PELVIC FLOOR DYSFUNCTION**

During the act of defecation, when the intra-rectal pressure rises to a critical point anal sphincters need to be relaxed to facilitate expulsion of feces. In a subset of children with FC, a paradoxical contraction of external anal sphincter was observed with an increase of intra-rectal pressure, widely known as dyssynergic defecation. Both conventional manometry and the novel three-dimensional high-resolution anorectal manometry have shown the existence of dyssynergic defecation due to dysfunction of the sphincter complex, puborectalis muscle, and internal anal sphincter achalasia[44]. Internal anal sphincter achalasia is a rare condition, which could present with refractory FC. The exact pathophysiological mechanism has not been delineated and the condition is thought to be due to altered intramuscular innervation leading to a dysfunctional anal sphincter[45].

**COLONIC DYSFUNCTION**

One of the main physiological functions of the colon is to store and propel fecal matter. Several pathological processes, such as neuropathies, myopathies, and reduction of the number of Intestinal Cells of Cajal, which are considered as the pacemaker cells of the large intestine, could contribute to poor colonic transit. Studies have shown that children with intractable constipation have slow colonic transit using nuclear transit studies[46]. Other methods, such as conventional and high-resolution colonic manometry studies, have shown the lack of high amplitude propagatory contractions, reduction in retrograde cyclic motor pattern, and failure to induce a meal response with cyclic motor pattern in children with constipation[47]. Accumulation of feces might lead to dilatation and elongation of the colon leading to premature termination of high amplitude propagatory contractions and the release of nitric oxide, which inhibits myenteric neurons inducing secondary colonic dysfunction[48].

**IMPACT OF FC**

**Economic and burden on hospitals**

Being one of the commonest FGIDs, FC has serious ramifications on existing healthcare systems across the world. Emergency room visits for fecal impaction and abdominal pain, regular clinic visits, regular medications (which could be needed for months), sophisticated investigations, such as anorectal and colonic manometry, and occasional surgical intervention in refractory cases, contribute to the cost. In addition, analysis of national emergency department data from the US showed that fecal impaction due to FC is an important reason to visit the emergency room[49]. In a birth cohort study of children younger than 5 years, FC was reported to have the highest number of first-time medical visits compared to other chronic gastrointestinal disorders, including abdominal pain and gastroesophageal reflux[50]. A study conducted in Victoria, Australia, noted that FC represented 6.7% of annual hospital admission with annual cost of 5.5 million Australian dollars[3]. Using a nationally representative household survey, the annual cost of managing FC in children in the US was noted to be 3.9 billion for urinary stone disease[51]. All these studies indicate the economic burden of FC on healthcare systems and on national healthcare expenditure.
QUALITY OF LIFE AND IMPACT ON EDUCATION

Health related quality of life (HRQoL) is an indirect measure of the impact of a disease in a given individual. It is calculated as a composite numerical figure, including several components such as social, emotional, physical, and school functions. HRQoL has also been identified as one of the secondary outcome measures in clinical trials of FC. Several studies have reported poor HRQoL in children with FC. In a case-controlled study, Youssef reported that children with FC have a lower HRQoL than children with severe organic diseases, such as inflammatory bowel disease or gastroesophageal reflux, indicating the magnitude of the problem[52]. A hospital-based, case-control study from China also reported poor physical, emotional, social, and school related quality of life in children with FC[53]. A recent systematic review and a meta-analysis has clearly emphasized the negative impact of FC on HRQoL in children[2]. There are multitude of reasons for this observation. Symptoms of FC, such as pain during defecation and lower abdominal discomfort due to fecal impaction, could be troublesome to children. Associated fecal incontinence (FI) also leads to significant embarrassment and shame. Finally, psychological comorbidities associated with FC, including emotional and behavioral issues, maladjustment, and abnormal personality traits, also could negatively affect the quality of life of children[20,22,23].

Clinical evaluation

A thorough history and a complete physical examination are sufficient to diagnose constipation. The main components of the clinical history are given in the Table 2. The modified Bristol Stool Scale Form can be used to identify the type of stools in children to facilitate the diagnosis[54]. A complete physical examination, specifically designed to spot general growth and dysmorphic syndromes that could be associated with constipation, should be undertaken as a part of clinical evaluation (Table 3). Alarm features that indicate possible organic diseases also will be revealed during clinical evaluation (Table 4). Presence of such features demands further evaluation of the child for possible organic disorders. In the majority of children with FC, it is not necessary for such investigations; however, a thorough understanding of anorectal physiology, neurophysiology, and morphology is essential when symptoms become refractory despite adequate medical interventions.

COMMON INVESTIGATIONS

Several reviews have summarized the value of plain abdominal radiograph in identifying FC[55,56]. According to these reviews and clinical experiences, a plain abdominal radiograph does not provide any useful insights for management. Similarly, most of the routine blood tests, such as thyroid function tests, screening for cow’s milk allergy or celiac disease, and checking for electrolyte abnormalities (hypokalemia, hypercalcemia) are not very helpful in day-to-day management of FC[55].

COLONIC FUNCTION

Colonic transit time

Colonic transit studies measure the ability of the colon to propel fecal matter and are useful in assessing overall colonic motor function. Delayed colonic transit time (CTT) was noted in children with FC due to anorectal dysfunction as well as colonic dysfunction[57]. Currently CTT is utilized only to differentiate constipation associated fecal incontinence from functional nonretentive fecal incontinence when a clinical differentiation is not possible[56].

Colonic manometry

Colonic physiology in children with FC is poorly understood. High-resolution colonic manometry is a valuable method to study physiological function, including motor and propulsive activity of the colon. In the beginning, the fasting motility is recorded, and the gastrocolic reflexes are assessed after a meal. Bisacodyl is instilled into the colon only when high amplitude propagatory contractions are not identified after a meal. Absence of high amplitude propagatory contractions, generalized colonic hypomotility, absence of response stimulant laxatives, and lack of increase in the cyclic retrograde propagatory motor patterns after a test meal are characteristic features in children with FC indicating neuromuscular dysfunction. In addition, premature termination of the propagation of contractions possibly indicates the presence of a segmental dysmotility[58]. These observations are helpful in decision making in management, such as surgery of refractory cases. However, there are several limitations, including limited availability, need for general anesthesia, high initial cost, and lack of normal data in children.
Table 2 Clinical history-taking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component and subcomponents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onset of symptoms and duration of the disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowel habits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of the stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood in stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage of meconium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other associated symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withholding behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatic symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past medical and surgical history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowel surgeries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuromuscular diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber continent in the diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of junk food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental history</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANORECTAL FUNCTION

**Anorectal manometry**

Anorectal manometry provides details on the length of the anal canal, rectal sensation, and squeeze sphincter pressures, rectoanal reflexes, and pressure changes in attempted balloon expulsion mimicking defecation. However, its main use is to exclude Hirschsprung disease in young children with constipation by demonstrating the absence of the rectoanal inhibitory reflex.[55]. It is generally measured using either solid state or water perfused catheters.

**Wireless motility capsule**

The wireless motility capsule (WMC) is useful in measuring the transit through the different parts of the gastrointestinal transit. It is a non-invasive test that does not expose the patient to radiation. The pediatric studies using WMC, on the other hand are still in the early phase and have only been described as case studies[59]. The test is well tolerated up until the age of 8 years. WMC is beneficial in detecting the delayed colonic transit time in children with refractory constipation, and the results show a strong correlation with colonic transit time evaluated using radiopaque markers[60]. Therefore, the utility of WMC in children with FC should be investigated in future studies, particularly when FC is resistant to standard management strategies.

OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Lower GI contrast studies in children are used to differentiate FC from Hirschsprung disease and assess the length of the aganglionic segment in Hirschsprung disease. However, the test is insensitive, and once a transitional zone is detected, a biopsy is needed to confirm the diagnosis. Defecography is not useful in the day-to-day management of constipation in children as the procedure exposes children to a significant amount of radiation and rectoceles, and rectal intussusceptions are rare in children. Similarly endoscopy is also not recommended in children with FC[61]. Although the use of ultrasonography in diagnosing FC has been reported, further refinements of the technique are needed before it is used in
Table 3 Physical examination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component and subcomponents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal distension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical scars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palpable fecal masses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of the anus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal excoriation and dermatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scars, fissures, and tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patulous anus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limb neurological assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Red flag features and their clinical relevance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features and subfeatures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hirschsprung disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed passage of meconium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive family history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribbon like stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant abdominal distension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child sexual abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme fear of anal examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scars in the perianal region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fissures in children &gt; 2 yr of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological abnormalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair tuft/hemangioma/scars on spine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal anal and cremasteric reflex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficiencies in lower limb neurology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other organic disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilious vomiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood in stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to thrive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malposition of the thyroid gland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

current clinical practice[62]. MRI of the spine is only indicated in children who show features of intractable constipation and features suggestive of spinal anomaly indicated by a tuft of hair, hemangiomas, or scars in the lower spine and neurological signs in lower limbs.
Management
Clinical management of constipation has several facets. The main approaches are non-pharmacological interventions (education and demystification, dietary adjustment, toilet training, behavioral interventions, use of biofeedback, and pelvic floor physiotherapy), pharmacological interventions (oral and/or rectal laxatives, including novel drugs such as prucalopride and lubiprostone), and surgical interventions (antegrade enema and bowel resection), and other novel modalities, such as neuromodulation (Figure 1). The majority respond to one or combination of above-mentioned therapeutic strategies. It is crucial to understand that untreated or poorly managed children with FC tend to have significant complications. Therefore, it is quite important to treat these children effectively at the early stages to relieve symptoms.

POOR PROGNOSTIC FACTORS
Presence of poor prognostic factors may interfere with treatment success. Table 5 provides the possible factors that could influence prognosis[55]. It is imperative that the clinician looks into these factors at the initial assessment and use these factors in decision making while determining therapeutic options.

CLEAN UP THE RECTUM AND COLON
The majority of children with FC have a large fecal mass in their rectum. Therefore, the first step in the management is to clean up the rectal fecal mass and the impacted colon as much as possible. This facilitates the passage of stools during the maintenance phase as the colon and rectum impacted with hard fecal matter may not respond to the drugs commonly used in the management of FC. In a comparative study, both polyethylene glycol (PEG, 1.5 g/kg) and enemas for 3-6 d were equally effective in disimpaction. Both modalities had similar frequency of adverse effects with the exception of fecal incontinence, which was significantly more common in the group receiving PEG[63]. However, the oral route is generally well tolerated in children and therefore should be the first line therapy when available. In children where medical therapy is not effective or the rectum is impacted with an enormous scybalous, manual evacuation of impacted feces in the rectum is recommended.

MAINTENANCE THERAPY
In the maintenance stage, children are encouraged to pass stools regularly while using laxatives for at least 2 mo. This is to keep stools soft and make defecations less painful and less frightening. After disimpaction, this is achieved by using both pharmacological and proven nonpharmacological interventions using a step-down model with gradual tailing off of laxatives. Once regular defecation pattern is established, children with FC are managed with regular use of toilet and a balanced diet with adequate fluid and fiber intake.

NONPHARMACOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS
Toilet training
The majority (80%-100%) of young children with FC demonstrate features of stool withholding and most of the stoolholders (> 80%) refuse to pass stools in the toilet (stool toileting refusal)[64]. Parents should encourage their child to sit on the potty or toilet for 5 min after wakening and after lunch and dinner. They need to be instructed on proper seating method, how to keep legs and feet relaxed, how to relax the perineum, and how to strain to expel stools using a model toilet or a video. The process needs to be a conscious effort, and using mobile phones or tabs as rewards while sitting on the potty would be counterproductive. It is also imperative to counsel parents to reinforce the positive behavior of the child, especially when the child passes stools in the toilet/potty[65].

Behavioral and psychological intervention
There are many learned behavioral problems related to FC. They include toilet refusal, stress, and fear related to defecation. These behavior traits frequently lead to development and perpetuation of symptoms of FC. Therefore, in some children behavior therapy might be helpful in addition to medical treatment[66]. Novel therapeutic interventions, such as the use of principles of positive psychology, including resilience, optimism, and self-regulation providing a framework to achieve subjective well-being. These treatment modalities, when starting early in the disease process might be able to prevent the patient developing maladaptive coping habits, engage in high physical and psychological symptom
Table 5 Factors negatively affect the prognosis of functional constipation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constipation during the 1st yr of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer duration of symptoms before presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low defecation frequency at presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of fecal incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large diameter stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stool withholding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime urinary incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of fecal mass in abdomen/rectum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged colonic transit &gt; 100 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed balloon expulsion test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reporting, and exhibit poor, costly disease outcomes[67]. These new therapeutic modalities need to be explored in children with FC early in the disease process before bowel and psychological damage take place leading to poor long-term prognosis.

**Dietary interventions**

Fiber is an important dietary component with significant long term health benefits. The current recommendation from the American Health Foundation is to consume at least “age in years plus 5 g - 10 g” of fiber per day for children over 2 years[68]. Low fiber intake is a risk factor to develop FC in children[10]. In the last decades, 9 different fiber types have been tried as therapeutic agents for children with FC. They include cocoa husk, glucomannan, partially hydrolyzed guar gum, combination of acacia fiber, corn fiber, soy fiber, psyllium fiber, and fructose, galactooligosaccharides, and inulin-type fructose. A systematic review studying 10 randomized trials showed some beneficial effects of using fiber in treating children with FC. However, due to different types of fibers, different study designs, and small sample size, it is difficult to make strong recommendations[69]. Indeed, the ESPGHAN/NAPGHAN guideline recommends ensuring normal amount of dietary fiber intake for children with FC[55].

**Probiotics**

Dysbiosis is known to occur in children, although our knowledge of this important area is still in its infancy[38]. A systematic review published in 2017 assessed seven randomized controlled trials (RCTs) using probiotics for FC. In this systematic review the authors found that *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* casei Lcr35 is no more effective than a placebo in treating FC in children. None of the probiotics were effective in reducing frequency of fecal incontinence[70]. Other studies showed that *Lactobacillus rhamnosus* GG was not effective as adjunct therapy or with polyethylene glycol[71] in treating FC.

**Other dietary modifications**

Cow’s milk protein allergy had been considered as a possible associated factor with FC. Two studies evaluated the clinical utility of cow’s milk elimination diet in treating children with FC with variable results[72,73]. A recent trial conducted by Bourkheili et al[74], showed the efficacy of cow’s milk elimination diet in children who did not respond to laxatives. However, the open-label nature of the study leads to a high degree of bias in their findings. The ESPGHAN-NASPghan guideline recommends cow’s milk protein-free diet only in laxative resistant constipation and under the guidance of an expert[55]. Increasing water intake or hyperosmolar fluid has no significant effect on defecation frequency or improvement of consistency of stools[75]. The ESPGHAN-ESPghan guideline does not support the use of extra fluid intake in the treatment of FC[55]. Other studies of dietary interventions, such as Cassia Fistula emulsion and Descurainia Sophia seeds, showed high risk of bias and, therefore, could not recommended as therapeutic interventions[76,77].

**Biofeedback and pelvic floor physiotherapy**

Biofeedback gives a visual display of physiological monitoring of anorectal function while providing input by a therapist to retrain anorectal and perineal muscles. A systematic review concluded that biofeedback is not recommended for children with FC[78]. Similarly, the ESPGHAN-NASPghan guideline also does not recommend biofeedback as a therapeutic intervention for children with FC[55]. Pelvic floor physiotherapy uses motor relearning. The components of pelvic floor physiotherapy include supporting toilet training, increase awareness of sensation, and pelvic floor muscle training. A
Figure 1 Management flow chart of childhood constipation.
pragmatic trial using the Dutch pelvic floor physiotherapy protocol compared pelvic floor physiotherapy plus standard medical care with standard medical care. The primary outcome of the study was defined as the absence of FC according to the 6 Rome III criteria. In this study 24 out of 26 (92.3%) children receiving pelvic floor physiotherapy with standard medical care showed treatment success compared to 17/27 (63.0%) who received standard medical care (adjusted OR 11.7; 95%CI 1.8-78.3; \( P = 0.011 \)) [79]. However, there are several limitations in this trial, including lack of blinding, small sample size, and alteration and adjustment of the protocol during the trial. Potential benefits of pelvic floor physiotherapy as a therapeutic option for FC need further elaboration.

**Pharmacological interventions**

Pharmacological interventions are the mainstay of therapy for childhood FC. There are several therapeutic agents that can effectively and safely be used either alone or in combination.

### OSMOTIC LAXATIVES

A Cochrane systematic review reported that polyethylene glycol (PEG) was found to be superior to placebo, lactulose, and milk of magnesia to improve stool frequency [80]. In addition, they showed that a high dose of (0.7 g/kg) PEG was more effective at increasing stool frequency than a low dose (0.3 g/kg). The common adverse effects of PEG include flatulence, abdominal pain, nausea, diarrhea, and headache. Another meta-analysis found that PEG is also more effective in disimpaction than non-PEG laxatives, such as lactulose, magnesium hydroxide, and liquid paraffin [81]. Based on the current evidence, PEG is the most suitable drug for both disimpaction and maintenance of FC in children.

There are no RCTs comparing lactulose with placebo. Two trials compared lactulose with liquid paraffin [82, 83]. When pooling the data using a fixed-effect model, liquid paraffin was shown to be more effective than lactulose in increasing stool frequency [80]. Other trials comparing lactulose with partially hydrolyzed guar gum found no difference in clinical efficacy between these therapeutic modalities and lactulose [84]. Lactulose is recommended to use as the first line maintenance therapy when PEG is not available [55].

### STIMULANT LAXATIVES AND FECAL SOFTENERS

Bisacodyl is a stimulant laxative. It has a local prokinetic effect and stimulates intestinal secretion. Bisacodyl is a useful adjunct drug to osmotic laxatives in treating children with FC [55]. Senna is a natural laxative made from the leaves and fruits of the senna plant and is another stimulant laxative that is frequently used in treating children with FC. In a retrospective chart review from the US, it was noted that senna was effective as a laxative in the treatment of FC, and only 15% of the patients reported significant side effects, including abdominal cramps and diarrhea. None of the patients had to stop the laxative due to adverse effects [85]. Sodium picosulphate is the other available stimulant laxative used in clinical practice. Mineral oil is a time-tested fecal softener and is only recommended as an add-on therapy in the maintenance phase when the response to osmotic laxatives is suboptimal [55].

### NOVEL THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS

Several prosecretory agents have shown to be effective in treating constipation in adults. They include prucalopride, lubiprostone, linaclotide, and plecanatide. These agents stimulate secretory function of the intestine at various levels and improve stool consistency and stool volume, leading to increase bowel movements. Prucalopride is a highly affinity 5-HT4 receptor agonist with significant prokinetic properties. Studies in adults have shown beneficial effects of prucalopride in treating chronic constipation [86, 87]. However, a large multicenter placebo-controlled randomized trial including 213 children (6-18 years) showed no significant difference in improvement in stool frequency and episodes of fecal incontinence between prucalopride and placebo [88]. Differences in mechanisms of constipation between children and adults, usage of different end points between studies (e.g., inclusion of fecal incontinence in the pediatric study), and inclusion of a large number of children with refractory constipation may have contributed to the lack of response of prucalopride in childhood constipation.

Lubiprostone is a CIC-2 chloride channel activator and cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator. Studies in adults have shown clinical efficacy of lubiprostone in adults with chronic constipation, as well as IBS-C [89-91]. A large double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter study including more than 600 children with FC fulfilling the Rome IV criteria showed that 12 wk of lubiprostone treatment did not result in a statistically significant improvement in bowel movement frequency (to more than three times per week) in children with FC compared to placebo [92]. The reasons for not observing the desirable outcome of the trial may be similar to the prucalopride trial.
Linaclotide and plecanatide are guanylate cyclase C receptor agonists that promote secretion of fluid into the intestine. Although studies in adults show the efficacy of these two drugs in relieving constipation, no pediatric trials have been conducted. A retrospective chart review of 60 children with FC on linaclotide revealed that 45% had a positive response at 2.5 mo after starting the drug. However, about 1/3 of children on linaclotide had adverse events such as diarrhea, abdominal pain nausea, and bloating severe enough to stop treatment[93]. It is imperative to understand why these novel therapies are not working in children and find a way forward. Although the drugs make stools less hard and improve colonic motility by stimulating smooth muscles, none of these drugs address the main pathophysiological mechanisms of FC specially in younger children, i.e. stool withholding.

TRANSANAL IRRIGATION

Transanal irrigation systems irrigate the rectum and colon to clear accumulated feces. It is useful in children with constipation with severe recurrent fecal impaction resistant to conventional medical management. Three retrospective studies including children with constipation and FI (both organic and functional) have demonstrated improvement of FI when using transanal irrigation[94,95].

Surgical interventions

Surgical interventions are generally reserved for children whose symptoms are refractory to medical interventions. Around 10% of constipated children referred to a pediatric surgeon require some form of surgical intervention[96]. All these children need colonic and anorectal manometry and contrast enema of the lower bowel to delineate the physiological function and the anatomy before embarking into invasive surgical procedures.

ANTEGRADE CONTINENT ENEMA

In antegrade continent enema (ACE), a stoma is usually created to flush the colon from proximal to the distal direction using several surgical techniques. The initial procedure described was the Malone appendicoccecostomy, where the appendix is brought out through the umbilicus, creating a conduit with a valve through which a catheter can be passed to irrigate the colon[97], or cecostomy, where a catheter is kept permanently. Novel techniques, such as creating a neoappendix using a colonic flap, laparoscopic-assisted cecostomy tube insertion, and inserting a percutaneous cecostomy button following interventional radiological procedures, have also been invented to establish the flushing mechanism [98]. A systematic review showed that both procedures (appendicostomy and cecostomy) are equally effective achieving continence (80% vs 70%, respectively)[99].

SURGICAL RESECTION AND STOMAS

Several surgical resection techniques have been described in the management of intractable constipation. They include segmental resection, including proctocolectomy with reservoir and ileoanal anastomosis, laparoscopic or open sigmoidectomy with or without ACE, laparoscopic low anterior resection, ileostomy, and colostomy[100]. However, there is no consensus on the definition of intractable constipation, and the type of surgical pathway that should follow. The decision that has to be taken after careful discussion between a motility specialist and pediatric surgeon. The physiological function of the colon needs to be carefully studied using contrast studies, transit studies, defecography and, when available, colonic manometry. However, complications, such as fecal incontinence, persistence of constipation following surgery, leaking from stomas, stoma prolapse, and small bowel obstructions, are known complications of these surgical interventions.

BOTULINUM TOXIN INJECTION

Botulinum toxin A is a neurotoxin, and acts as a muscle relaxant. When injected into intersphincteric area, botulinum toxin relaxes the internal anal sphincter and facilitates the passage of stools. The intervention is reported to be successful in the majority of children with constipation and only a few who received the first dose needed a second injection[58]. Minor complications such as pain, transient urinary and fecal incontinence are known to occur in some children. Large prospective placebo-controlled trials with a long follow-up are needed to evaluate the true effectiveness of this invasive and costly treatment.
NEUROMODULATION

Neuromodulation is an evolving therapeutic modality where a selective group of nerve fibers is electrically stimulated to alter the physiological function of a desired organ through neural activity. This can be achieved using transcutaneous stimulation of the posterior tibial nerve, transabdominal stimulation, and an electrode insertion surgically into the sacral foramen. Sacral neuromodulation improves colonic motility by increasing both antegrade and retrograde propagatory contractions\textsuperscript{[101,102]}. Neuromodulation has been shown to be clinically effective (improving number of bowel motions and reducing frequency of fecal incontinence) in treating children with intractable constipation and slow transit constipation\textsuperscript{[103,104]}. In addition, several systematic reviews have also shown the benefits of neuromodulation in children with constipation\textsuperscript{[105,106]}. However, most of these studies are underpowered with a small number of patients, some were retrospective studies, and the majority had number of biases. In addition, there is no consensus on the frequency of stimulation or the duration of therapy. Therefore, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions in using neuromodulation as a treatment for chronic constipation in children.

Preventive measures

It is important to consider possible preventive measures that could be implemented for reducing incidence of FC in children. It is well known that stress, in any form, predisposes children to develop constipation. These events include minor home and school related events, child maltreatment, and exposure to civil unrest\textsuperscript{[107]}. It is imperative to understand that most of these events are beyond the control of children. Teaching coping strategies with stress should be a part of modern school curricula, and through early psychological interventions, it may be possible to prevent constipation that is associated with psychological stress. In addition, identifying and addressing other psychological factors, such as anxiety, depression, internalization, and externalization, which are common in children with FC, need to be recognized and addressed early as primary or secondary preventive strategies\textsuperscript{[20,22,25,108]}. Indrio and co-workers\textsuperscript{[109]} provided evidence that prophylactic use of probiotics also would be able to prevent developing FC in young children with significant reduction in healthcare cost. The mechanisms of how probiotics play a role in prevention of FC is not entirely evident. However, it could possibly be through improvement of intestinal permeability, reduction of visceral sensitivity, changing mast cell density, and altering the cross talk between the brain and the gut through the brain-gut-microbiota axis. More research into this unexplored area with more convincing evidence would provide a potential window of opportunity to prevent constipation in the future. Improper or inadequate toilet training is a common risk factor for children to develop FC. Raising public awareness regarding the importance of timely toilet training would also help to reduce the prevalence of constipation. Additionally, educating parents and children about the importance of eating a balanced diet with the recommended amount of fiber and avoiding "junk food" is a critical step. Several studies have shown the association between sedentary lifestyle and constipation in children\textsuperscript{[30,34]}. Therefore, encouraging physical activity in children would help in reducing the prevalence of FC. It is critical to recognize that, in today's competitive society, parents are compelled to work longer hours and spend less time with their children. Attention, attachment, appropriate parenting styles, and assisting children in developing desirable core lifestyles by setting a healthy example with proper dietary and physical activity patterns are also helpful in reducing the prevalence of FC.

Way forward into the future

It is evident that FC is a global public health problem with a significant physical, psychological, economic, and societal burden. Furthermore, at individual levels, chronic FC leads to physical and psychological consequences. The HRQoL of children is significantly affected due to both intestinal and extraintestinal symptoms of FC. Therefore, clinicians, and public health experts need to understand the gravity of the problem. Early aggressive, and effective medical therapy and other individualized non-pharmacological treatments need to be commenced as early as possible to prevent progressive bowel dysfunction and psychological consequences. Several therapeutic interventions may be used at the beginning of treatment, with gradual reduction of interventions as the child respond to treatment. Most of the novel investigations are only needed in children who do not respond to initial treatment. High resolution colonic and anorectal manometry are important investigations and will further improve the understanding of pathophysiology of chronic FC in children. In combination with a detailed clinical history and thorough physical examination, these novel investigation modalities reveals most of the pathophysiological processes that a clinician needs in decision making. The key drug in the medical management of FC in children will be PEG during for the foreseeable future. The other novel drugs will only be adjunct therapies. Researchers need to identify this reality, and novel drugs need to be tested in combination with PEG in randomized trials to improve the therapeutic armory. Surgical interventions are only needed in a minority of patients who are having severe and refractory constipation. Most of the described surgical interventions are studied in a non-randomized manner for several reasons. We believe more evidence is needed in major surgical procedures in the future to optimize the management of FC. Clinical validity of novel treatment options, such as pelvic floor physiotherapy and botulinum...
toxin injection to the anal sphincter, need to be explored in well-designed randomized trails, as these treatments can be made available to many centers with collaborative training. Preventive measures should be explored widely across the world to minimize societal and economic burden of FC in children.

CONCLUSION
Childhood FC is a common health problem across the globe. The high prevalence is partly due to a multitude of risk factors which are highly prevalent among children. The aetiology of FC in children is not clearly understood. Stool withholding play a major role in developing FC in younger children while anorectal dysfunction, and colonic dysmotility significantly contribute to the development of FC in older children. FC is a clinical diagnosis established using the standard Rome IV criteria after a thorough clinical evaluation using clinical history and physical examination. Although commonly used most of the routine investigations are not helpful in diagnosing or day to day management. Anorectal, and colonic manometry are useful only in children who are refractory to conventional management strategies. The majority of children have fecal impaction when they present to a clinician. The first step in the management is to evacuate the rectal fecal mass either with oral PEG or enemas. The maintenance therapy using either osmotic laxatives alone or osmotic laxatives combined with stimulant laxatives aimed to prevent reaccumulation of fecal matter in the colon and the rectum. Although it may subject to variations, most children recover within 3-6 mo of therapy. Novel pharmacological interventions such as prucalopride, lubiprostone, and linaclotide need further clinical trials to prove their efficacy in children. The surgical options such as antegrade continent enema, creation of stomas, and bowel resection are only rarely needed in children and only reserved for refractory FC. It is imperative to understand that FC contributes to a significant healthcare expenditure, and reduction of HRQoL. Therefore, researchers should focus on developing preventive strategies to alleviate both the societal and healthcare burden of FC in children.
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Rational use of antibiotics in children with diabetic ketoacidosis needs attention

Xu Wang

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) in children may lead to acute kidney injury (AKI). Among 45 children with DKA in our center, eight cases had AKI on admission, and in one child, his kidney function did not recover until 3 mo after discharge. This child was treated with antibiotics (cephalosporin), and we cannot rule out delayed AKI recovery due to the combined effects of the drug and the disease. Pediatricians should be concerned about the impact of nephrotoxic drug and disease interactions on children's kidney function, and need to follow up children with DKA and AKI to determine the development of AKI.

Key Words: Diabetic ketoacidosis; Acute kidney injury; Antibiotics; Nephrotoxic; Follow up

Core Tip: Pediatricians should pay attention to the prevention of further damage to kidney function in children with Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and acute kidney injury (AKI), and it is necessary to rationally use PK model to achieve drug safety. It is of concern that children with DKA and AKI events must be followed up to determine the development of AKI. Risk factors that may further affect kidney function also need to be avoided.
INTRODUCTION

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is a serious endocrine disease in children. DKA in children may present with obvious symptoms of dehydration, and even lead to acute kidney injury (AKI). We observed that among 45 children with DKA in our center, Children's Hospital of Nanjing Medical University, eight cases had AKI on admission, and 2 wk after DKA correction, seven cases had AKI recovery, and one case still had AKI on discharge. At follow-up 3 mo after discharge, the child's kidney function returned to normal. This child was treated with antibiotics (cephalosporin), and we cannot rule out delayed AKI recovery due to the combined effects of the drug and the disease. It is suggested that most children with DKA have prerenal volumic reactive injury, and a few children with DKA may experience endogenous renal tubule injury leading to AKI, which may be caused by disease and drug interaction. This highlights the need for rational use of antibiotics in specific disease states.

Because of the limited research on pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics and drug-disease interactions in children, drug dose selection for children is extremely challenging. Antibiotic is a kind of drugs with potential kidney toxicity. In the absence of specific dose regimen of antibiotics for children, a simple linear relationship between body weight and drug pharmacokinetics was assumed based on experience, and the dose for children was inferred from adult data. However, in the case with DKA and AKI, the kidney function of children has been impaired, and therapy of antibiotics based on experience may result in overdosing or underdosing. Once the fragile kidney function of children is further impaired by antibiotics therapy, it may exacerbate pharmacokinetic changes, such as antibiotics accumulation, and increased nephrotoxicity. Therefore, pediatricians should be concerned about the impact of nephrotoxic drug and disease interactions on children's kidney function.

The concept of prevention for drug-related kidney injury is important. Detailed history and holistic assessment can help identify the risk of nephrotoxicity from antibiotic therapy. Antibiotic dosages can be determined based on therapeutic drug concentration monitoring (TDM)[1]. However, the limitation of pediatric TDM is that most antibiotic target concentrations are derived from adult patients rather than measured from pediatric data. Pharmacokinetic models (PK) that are used in adults can be extended to pediatric patients through comparative studies of antibiotic pharmacokinetics between children and adults[2]. For the use of nephrotoxic antibiotic, PK model can quantify the effect of kidney injury on drugs[3,4] and promote the optimal use of antibiotics in children with DKA and AKI.

The purpose of this vision is to emphasize that pediatricians should pay attention to the prevention of further damage to kidney function in children with DKA and AKI, and it is necessary to rationally use PK model to achieve drug safety. It is of concern that children with DKA and AKI events must be followed up to determine the development of AKI. Risk factors that may further affect kidney function also need to be avoided.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in our study, of the 8 children with DKA complicated with AKI, 7 case did not receive antibiotics and 1 received ceftriaxone, and the ceftriaxone treated child showed delayed recovery from AKI. The selection of antibiotics in children is more challenging in special disease states, and we emphasize that pediatricians should pay attention to the impact of potentially nephrotoxic drug and disease interactions on children's renal function. Among them, vancomycin and ceftriaxone can be regarded as representative drugs for exacerbating AKI in special disease states, which is worthy of academic attention. In addition, since most antibiotics have varying degrees of renal toxicity, we aim to stress the rational use of PK model to achieve drug safety.
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Children with type 1 diabetes in COVID-19 pandemic: Difficulties and solutions

Yue Shi, Li-Qun Wu, Peng Wei, Ze-Huan Liao

Abstract

Children/adolescents with type 1 diabetes (T1D) require holistic approach and continuous care. However, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has made challenges for the T1D children and their caregivers, professionals, and the healthcare system. This minireview aims to consolidate and discuss the difficulties and solutions of children with type 1 diabetes in the COVID-19 pandemic. T1D has been the most common type of diabetes in children and adolescents and the last decades has seen a rapid increase in the prevalence of T1D in youths worldwide, which deserves a public concern particularly in the COVID-19 pandemic. As reported in previous studies, T1D is a risk factor related to severe cases, while the virus may induce new-onset diabetes and serious complications. Moreover, restriction strategies influence medical availability and lifestyle, impact glycemic control and complication management, and thus pose stress on families and health providers of youths with T1D, especially on those with certain fragile conditions. Therefore, special treatment plans are required for children provided by caregivers and the local health system. Latest health tools such as improved medical devices and telemedicine service, as well as a combined support may benefit in this period. This minireview emphasises that continued medical access and support are required to prevent deteriorated condition of children and adolescents with diabetes throughout this pandemic. Therefore, strategies are supposed to be formulated to mitigate the difficulties and stress among this group, particularly in the most at-risk population. Proposed solutions in this minireview may help individuals and the health system to overcome these
problems and help youths with T1D in better diabetes management during such emergency situations.

**Key Words:** Type 1 diabetes; Pediatrics; COVID-19 pandemic; Diabetes management; Glycemic control; Telemedicine
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**Core Tip:** There are several reviews in the literature discussing the difficulties or solutions to the life of children with type 1 diabetes (T1D). However, this is the first review to collect and analyse the latest studies on which sub-groups of children with T1D are more likely to be influenced, how the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic affects the treatment of children with T1D and the life of their caregivers, and what measures are supposed to be applied to deal with these dilemmas.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a heterogeneous disorder characterized by destruction of pancreatic beta cells, culminating in absolute insulin deficiency. It accounts for 5–10% of the total cases of diabetes worldwide corresponding to 21–42 million people, while type 2 diabetes (T2D), characterized by a combination of resistance to insulin action and inadequate compensatory insulin secretory response, is the more prevalent category[1]. Particularly, in children and adolescents, T1D has been the most prevalent type of diabetes and 15%-20% of newly diagnosed patients are under age 5. Children with T1D and their caregivers are faced with challenges from various aspects such as physiology, psychology, and development[2].

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has been regarded as a global pandemic since 2020, leading to strict control policy and interrupted health care services, which contribute to challenges such as disruption in follow-up visits, restricted availability of medicines, and changes in lifestyle, particularly for those with chronic illnesses such as T1D[3,4].

Although there have already been some attempts to help to address these dilemmas, a systematic review on this issue has not been carried out. Since there are a large number of children and adolescents with T1D, who have specific concerns during the ongoing pandemic, we review the existing literature, related websites, and relevant guidelines to form this minireview to help resolve key questions in this area.

**T1D and its treatments**

T1D is a frequent chronic diseases in infants and the most common endocrinal disease in children and adolescents[5]. To diagnose the diabetes syndrome, both the history and check results are clues: A family history of diabetes is important, while a history of previous early childhood deaths or miscarriages is relevant. Pointers in the examination include evidence of sensorineural hearing loss or vision defects or developmental delay. Useful investigations include autoantibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase, islet cells, audiogram and visual evoked responses, and fasting insulin and C-peptide. Further specialized checks include an echocardiogram, bone marrow aspirate, skeletal survey, and genetic testing[6].

Diabetes management mandates adherence to insulin, balanced diet, regular physical activity, and self-monitoring of blood glucose to achieve good glycemic control and prevent the development of short-term and long-term complications[7]. Pediatric diabetes management needs continuous parental supervision and confronts the whole family in challenges in the daily life, including regular blood glucose monitoring, insulin application, dietary indications, etc[8]. To achieve a favorable control, it is necessary to monitor blood sugar on a regular basis in a day, while for the patients who have erratic glycemic control or intermittent hypoglycemia, it is recommended to monitor at least 4 times a day and an additional check should be performed when there are signs or symptoms related to hypoglycemia[8]. In addition, children and adolescents with T1D require multiple daily insulin injections: The major organizations recommend one to two basal insulin injections with at least three regular or rapid acting insulin injections[8].
Unsatisfying metabolic control may result in the acute complications of hypoglycemia and diabetic ketoacidosis, poor growth, and chronic microvascular and macrovascular complications. Due to the fact that children and adolescents are more sensitive to a lack of insulin than adults, the youths are at higher risk of a rapid and dramatic development of diabetic ketoacidosis. Episodes of severe hypoglycemia or ketoacidosis especially in young children are risk factors for structural brain abnormalities and impaired cognitive function[9].

**Challenges of type 1 diabetes in children during COVID-19 pandemic**

**Risk of contracting COVID-19 in patients with T1D:** Diabetes can affect the immune response to pathogens and thus make patients vulnerable to the infections[10,11]. Diabetic patients are exposed to a higher risk of being infected compared to the healthy group and the risk is even greater in T1D children than in those with T2D, which may be attributed to immune dysfunction, micro- and macroangiopathies induced by hyperglycemia, and more needs for medical interventions in this group[12,13]. Analyses carried out in many countries revealed that people with diabetes hospitalized for COVID-19 have a greater chance to suffer more severe outcomes, including twice the risk of requiring intensive unit care and increased risk of death[14-19]. It can be attributed to free radical overproduction due to viral infection, which can burden the oxidative stress, leading to pulmonary oxidative injury and inflammation[20]. Furthermore, the virus causes glucose metabolism disorders, which may entangle the pre-existing diabetes in complications[21].

**Effect of COVID-19 on development of T1D:** Viral infections are associated with the development of pancreatic autoantibodies leading to T1D in genetically susceptible children, and the SARS-CoV-2 virus family was considered to be an incriminating pathogen[22]. Viral infections trigger autoimmune insulinitis and pancreatic β-cell destruction by directly damaging β-cells, increasing the risk of autoantibody generation, and activating cytokine release and T cells[23]. According to previous surveys, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV2) binds to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptors in the pancreas, consequently damaging islet cells and reduced insulin release[24]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, similar associations have been made for children[25,26].

The data in Figure 1 represent the situation in Western Greece. The median ages of the patients are 10.94 years old and 12.07 years old in pre-COVID-19 years and COVID-19 years, respectively.

**Cautions against COVID-19 on complications of T1D:** Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are increasingly administered to treat COVID-19. However, these drugs may increase the incidence of hypoglycemia in diabetes patients[27]. Chloroquine stimulates insulin secretion, glucose uptake, and glycogen synthase, while hydroxychloroquine decreases insulin degradation, increases intracellular insulin accumulation, and stimulates insulin-mediated glucose transport[27,28]. All these functions can lead to a low blood glucose level and therefore, patients with T1D who use these agents need should be monitored for hypoglycemia (Figure 2).

**Risk of diabetic ketoacidosis:** COVID-19 can increase the opportunity of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and hyperosmolar hyperglycemia state even in people without previously diagnosed diabetes[29]. Meanwhile, patients with T1D are at a greater risk of developing DKA especially in youths, and there are reports of prevalence of severe DKA in COVID children with established T1D[21,30,31]. Moreover, researchers have found that delayed diagnosis of new-onset T1D can lead to severe DKA, which may be due to reduced clinical visit for fear of being infected by SARS-CoV2, less access to emergency departments, closure of non-COVID-19-related hospital services, preoccupied doctors, and potential changes in access to insulin or self-monitoring of blood glucose test strips[32,33]. Certain features of DKA overlap with viral illnesses in youths and pediatricians should pay attention to symptoms including polyuria, polydipsia, weight loss, and Kussmaul breathing, as well as a fruity odour in breath. Ultimately, the standard of care for DKA to apply intravenous insulin may lead to a dilemma in the present pandemic because it often requires ICU admission. However, beds may be occupied for COVID-19 patients[31,34].

**Influence of restriction strategies on individual T1D management:** Strict isolation measures interrupt access to routine health care and social activities, thus increasing stress and anxiety among children and adolescents with T1D and their caregivers[4]. Since T1D is dominantly affected by alterations in daily routine, isolation measures pose a negative effect in glycemic control. However, interestingly, several researchers have reported contrary results that there was no deterioration or even improvement in glycemic management (Table 1).

**Factors that worsen glycemic control:** Difficulties in access to medical care was particularly prevalent in families with a lower socio-economic condition[35,36]. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to an economic crisis, and those whose financial stability was already difficult were first to suffer[37]. Researchers found that minority children had a higher glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) level both in the pre-pandemic and the lockdown period than white race[38-40]. Similarly, patients with medical aid had a notably higher HbA1c and increase in HbA1c during the lockdown than those with private insurance[38]. Other publications have also indicated that youth whose families are in a disadvantaged financial condition...
have poorer glucose control[38-40]. The reason can be ascribed to the fact that many of those are supported by various programs for regular supply of insulin and glucose meterstrips[41]. However, these medicine and devices may be unavailable because of closure of nodal healthcare facilities and local transport facilities during the lockdown. Sequentially, the limited availability and the fear of shortage of medical supply forced these children with T1D to reduce glucose monitoring, which caused more frequent hypo-/hyperglycemic excursions[42]. Moreover, consequent DKA may emerge with unavailability of any type of insulin or technology-related problems such as pump dysfunction[43].

Female gender was a risk factor for unfavorable glycaemic control due to more mental effect[44,45]. Glycemic control interacts with stress, which may directly disturb glucose regulation, or indirectly result in non-adherence to treatment and unhealthy daily routine[46]. Previous epidemiological publications reported that females are at a greater risk for psychological disorders and perceived stress is more prevalent among females compared with males in the lockdown[47]. Interestingly, one study indicated that the glycemic control of males was more adversely affected in this period, which may be ascribed to more changes in almost all aspects of lifestyle among boys compared to girls[36].

**Factors that improve glycemic control**: Glycemic level in the school age children had significantly improved during the lockdown period, which may be attributed to more supervision of insulin injections and overall health care from their parents[48]. On the contrary, the pubertal adolescents group showed an adverse trend, which may be attributed to a change in independence from the parents during this age and more pressure from peer and themselves[36].

Although children and adolescents performed less physical activity and engaged in more sedentary behavior during the lockdown which impeded glycemic control, the changes in eating habits seemed to play a more essential role in glycemic management[49]. Healthy diet is essential for glycemic control. Evidence revealed that hyperglycemia is a significant predictor of some viral infections including COVID-19 which can exacerbate the complications of diabetes mellitus (DM)[50]. According to the literature review, adequate intake of dietary protein, fiber, essential fatty acids, and some micronutrients especially vitamins D, C, and B12, folate, zinc and selenium are beneficial to the prevention and treatment of COVID-19 in diabetic patients through modulation of innate and adaptive immune responses or direct effects on virus enzymes or cell entrance[50]. Due to home confinement, parents may monitor their children’s behavior throughout the day. Particularly, compared to those with a longer duration of the disease, children with newly diagnosed or less than a year diabetes got more benefit from improvement in eating behaviors, which may be partially ascribed by taking over diabetes control from their caregivers[51]. Furthermore, outside dining and junk food consumption are prone to be
limited due to the lockdown, which may have reduced opportunities to adopt or engage in the unhealthy dietary habits or weight control practices that have been frequently observed in youths with diabetes[43,52]. In addition, the isolation measures may have reduced or canceled activities and contexts typically linked to social situation with peers that usually challenge good diabetes management and lead to behaviors negatively influencing glycemic control[53]. However, in certain areas, because of strict lockdown and suspension of food supplies, regular supply of important components of their healthy diet plan may be not available, which obstructs medical nutrition therapy and deserves the concern of government[54].

**Hard time for caregivers of T1D children:** Before the pandemic, caregivers played a fundamental role in family diabetes control and short or long-term consequence resolving[55]. Pediatric T1D is a very fragile context, in which the pandemic can lead to emotional adaptation disorders[56]. In some families of children and adolescents with T1D, the school nurse provided most of the diabetes care. However, because of the sudden closure of school, parents who needed extra help may have less access to
adequate training\textsuperscript{[38]}. The unavailability of medical appointments, the lack of information about the relationship between COVID-19 and T1D, the difficulty in obtaining specialized support, and the inability to provide quality food and supplies for diabetes during the pandemic may generate negative feelings and insecurity in these caregivers\textsuperscript{[57,58]}. Ultimately, the emotional burden of caregivers might not only influence the parents’ mental health, but also negatively affect blood sugar control of their children\textsuperscript{[59]}. 

**Challenges related to the healthcare system:** Patients with T1DM require continuous access to healthcare services. However, the lockdown and closure of healthcare centers may deprive these patients of access to medical support for their daily disease management and complication treatment. In addition, emergency issues like hypoglycemia or DKA requiring hospitalization may be precipitated, while infections such as COVID-19 or any other cases, may also lead to glycemic fluctuations and increase the risk of hospitalization\textsuperscript{[43,60]}. How to deal with all the factors mentioned above poses challenges for the healthcare system.

**Possible solutions for the difficulties**

**Self-management:** Patients with T1DM need to adhere to frequent glucose monitoring, proper dietary behaviors, adequate hydration, and dose titration of glucose-lowering medication. As signified in publications, the up-to-date medical devices and test methods may bring convenience to these procedures. For instance, continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) and fast glucose monitoring systems are proved to be useful\textsuperscript{[61]}. Moreover, percentage time in range and other CGM-derived metrics are the substitutes of HbA1c in the absence of routine laboratory tests related to the pandemic, which are potential to monitor the glycemic control\textsuperscript{[62]}. Meanwhile, transitioning to CGM indicates “fewer finger punctures and less pain” for children and caregivers can constantly monitor the insulin level with the device\textsuperscript{[63]}. In addition, the insulin pump allows T1D patients to achieve a better control as it tracks the glucose level and injects a proper dose of insulin automatically, thus generating a more comfortable alternative compared to multiple daily insulin injections\textsuperscript{[64]}. The importance of management in sick days should be highlighted to avoid glycemic fluctuations and subsequent risk of DKA or hypoglycemia. As mentioned in publications, when children with TID are under stress and acute infections, less food intake and more stress hormones may affect glycemic control, therefore it should be cautioned about the rising risk of either hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia\textsuperscript{[65]}. Moreover, patients are recommended to take symptomatic therapy to reduce fever\textsuperscript{[66]}. Ultimately, regular education about diabetes-related symptoms may contribute to a faster diagnosis of TID and reduce the prevalence of DKA in children and adolescents, along with more rigorous adherence to “sick-day rules” which are recommended to diagnosed TID patients\textsuperscript{[67]}. Mental outcomes of the COVID-19 pandemic should be taken into consideration in the further treatment plan for children and adolescents with T1D\textsuperscript{[56]}. To vent out distress, the most common method was sharing problems with companions\textsuperscript{[68]}. 

**Physical activities:** As recommended by the World Health Organization, young people are supposed to practice more than 1 h per day, doing moderate or vigorous intensity physical activity\textsuperscript{[69]}. However, the physical activity level of T1D children was low before the lockdown and further reduced in the pandemic\textsuperscript{[36]}. Therefore, innovative methods such as appropriate indoor exercises may be a potential way to maintain or lift physical activity levels during the restriction of outdoor activities\textsuperscript{[36]}. For instance, taking online physical training which provides various indoor exercise selections could be a beneficial choice for teenagers.

**Use of telemedicine:** A move towards telemonitoring to provide healthcare services for patients with diabetes has been part of a long-term plan in the management of the disease\textsuperscript{[70]}. Hopefully, the public health emergency of the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the process\textsuperscript{[71]}. Telemedicine services means that digital services substitute for the routine care to offer reviews and self-management advice on diabetes\textsuperscript{[71]}. Telemedicine consultation minimizes the risk of virus transmission by maintaining physical distancing, while remote monitoring of electronic data enables health-care workers to provide in-time support in patients with worsening condition based on available data, which may benefit clinical outcomes\textsuperscript{[72]}. However, there are still limitations in telemedicine including unavailability to perform a suitable physical examination, obstacles in wide spread because of difficulty of Internet construction in certain regions and populations, and challenges in establishing harmonious relationship with patients or helping resolve behavior problems or making effective communication and gaining collaboration\textsuperscript{[73,74]}. In addition, it should be emphasized that in-clinic visits are indispensable in some care processes at a certain frequency. Meanwhile, patients with a more acute disease including DKA or hyperosmolar hyperglycemic state should not simply adapt the transition to telemedicine\textsuperscript{[75]}. Moreover, insulin initiation in new-onset TID is typically required in in-clinic attendance and face-to-face training. Therefore, in the future, telemedicine is not merely about keeping patients away from hospitals, but it is about knowing who should be asked to come to the clinic and when at the same time\textsuperscript{[71]}.
Relieving the stress of caregivers: There are several possible strategies that should be used to reduce the mental impact on caregivers[58]. To begin with, channels for these caregivers’ voice and guidance on emotional self-relief should be provided to eliminate the sense of overloading[58]. In addition, the multidisciplinary ways which provide physical, psychological, and nutritional guidance for children and adolescents with T1D should be economically accessible[58]. Nevertheless, creating social media groups to promote peer interaction in communicating their perceptions and helping each other could be beneficial[58].

Responsibility of medical providers: The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. To provide efficient help, local support groups should coordinate with the hospital team for better T1D management[43]. Interdisciplinary collaboration via staff meetings or other forms at a regular basis improves patient care equality, allowing medical providers to learn from others and perform medical service from a more holistic view[74,76]. To connect with individual patients, clinics should ask families about stress on finance and society due to the pandemic, which may influence their coordination with medical providers as well[74].

Furthermore, it was reported that interventions of glycemic management employed during the first two cycles did not produce satisfying outcomes for any target. However, in the 3rd cycle of intervention, the screening and consultation rates increased[74]. Therefore, it should be highlighted that persistent efforts make sense.

Limitations
The minireview is based on the articles mostly reported in English, which limits the extrapolation of results across the globe. Moreover, in most of the research, assessments of glycemic control were only based on HbA1c instead of the home blood glucose levels due to a variety of reasons. Additionally, albeit the use of self-reported measures administered online overcomes the impossibility of conducting a traditional paper survey during the pandemic, it may lead to imprecise ratings of specific anthropometric and clinical data, and subjective perceptions and behaviors. Similarly, thoughts and feelings may not have been sincerely, accurately, or fully revealed[77]. Notwithstanding the above limitations, all studies provide an invaluable report about the difficulties met by youths with T1D and promising solutions.

CONCLUSION
T1D is one of the most common endocrine metabolic disorders around the world[78]. Children with T1D are imperiled by psychological issues, owing to the underlying disease and the complex management of diabetes[79]. As discussed in the minireview, children and adolescents with diabetes are vulnerable to the COVID-19 pandemic resulting in worsening healthcare and would need specific medical access in this period for health advice and support. In addition, they are encouraged to keep a healthy lifestyle whenever possible during these difficult times. In addition, emotional overload leads to exhaustion in youths with T1D diabetes and those who are responsible to take care of them. More than ever, the mental well-being of T1D children and adolescents and their caregivers should be prioritized, and coping strategies should be advocated[58]. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic is an opportunity for telemedicine development and puts it to the forefront of diabetes management. Besides distant management of diabetes, identifying the at-risk groups to provide in-person consultation and care is also the value of routine telemonitoring[71]. Ultimately, cooperation and continuous effort should be made among medical providers, families with T1D youths, and the whole society.

In summary, we can conclude that youths with T1D require continuous care and attention during the COVID-19 pandemic because of various issues as discussed above. Proposed solutions in this article may assist them to resolve these obstacles in diabetes management to reduce the risk of complications particularly DKA during such emergency situations. Furthermore, proper prospective studies need to be conducted to identify the challenges faced by youths with T1DM during lockdown and their influence on glycemic control and complications, which may help us to come to more precise solutions to improve the welfare of children and adolescents with T1D during such pandemic.
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Utilization of chest tube as an esophagus stent in pediatric caustic injuries: A retrospective study

Maryam Salimi, Hamidreza Hosseinpour, Reza Shahriarirad, Samira Esfandiari, Fatemeh Pooresmaeel, Shirin Sarejloo, Hamidreza Foroutan

BACKGROUND
The management of caustic esophageal burns in the pediatric population has changed over the years, while the most optimal management with regards to effectiveness, availability, and cost-beneficent stays controvertible.

AIM
To describe how to utilize a chest tube for esophageal stenting in pediatrics.

METHODS
Data regarding the etiology, treatment, and complications of caustic injury in pediatrics over 10 years was collected retrospectively. Furthermore, data regarding the patient's follow-up who underwent esophageal chest tube (ECT) were collected. The ECT was prepared by carving a narrowed section in the chest tube while maintaining the radiopaque section. The ECT will then be positioned from the cricopharyngeal and exited through the nostril and fixed on the patient's cheek.

RESULTS
During the period of our study, data from 57 patients with an average age of 2.5
years (range 1-12; SD = 1.7) were obtained. The results showed that 89% of esophageal injury was due to alkaline and 9.4% were caused by acidic agents. The treatment methods showed that 29 patients (50.8%) recovered with dilatation alone. In 16 patients (28.06%), the esophageal repair was performed by using the colon, and in 5 patients (8.7%), other surgical methods were used and in 7 patients (12.2%), the ECT stents were used. ECT was inserted in 7 cases with a mean age of 2 (range: 1.5-3) years who were classified as grade IIB or III. Grading was performed by endoscopy assessment on the first day. Antibiotics and corticosteroids were administrated as initial medical management for all patients. ECT implantation was done during the first 8 d for 5 out of 7 cases (mean: 3.8 d). For the 2 patients, ECT was used after 27 (patient 6) d and 83 (patient 7) d. The reason for late stenting in these patients was a postponed referral to our center, in which patient 7 even received 4 dilation episodes before visiting our center. ECT was removed after an average of 44 d in the first 5 patients, while in the other 2 patients (6 and 7) was 2 and 1 wk, respectively. There was no complication related to, or failure of, stent placement. It is worth mentioning that none of the 7 ECT cases required gastrostomy or jejunostomy.

CONCLUSION
The ECT method introduced in our study can be used as a broadly available, economic, and easy-use facility for esophageal stenting, particularly in developing countries and emergency departments which have limited access to modern equipment. Further multicenter studies with higher volume patients are required for further deployment of this method.

Key Words: Caustic injury; Pediatric; Esophageal stent; Facility; Emergency

INTRODUCTION
Esophageal injury followed by caustic agent ingestion, also known as erosive material ingestion, is among the most challenging and prevalent problems, particularly in developing countries[1,2]. Complications vary from an asymptomatic effect to drastic outcomes such as esophageal stricture or perforation, which can be potentially fatal[3-5]. The severity of injury also depends on the type of ingested substance as well as the amount and time of tissue exposure[6,7]. Esophageal stricture is considered to be the most prevalent complication in these cases[8,9].

Children and pediatrics are among the most frequent caustic ingestion victims, which occur either due to accidental or unintentional ingestion of erosive materials[6]. It has also been reported to be more prevalent among males[10]. Furthermore, this problem is most common in toddlers with a prevalence peak of 2 years old[11,12].

Acids and alkalis are the two basic types of erosive materials; however, alkaline materials are considered the most common erosive agents in these cases[3,13]. Almost 25% of caustic ingestion is followed by exposure to personal care products or household chemicals, such as detergent agents and bleaches[3,12]. The high morbidity and mortality rate followed by these injuries make them a serious challenging issue that requires initial management for all of these patients, including airway assessment, hemodynamic stabilization, and electrolyte replacement, followed by prescribing corticosteroids and antibiotics[14,15].

Using esophageal stenting to prevent or reduce future stricture formation is very controversial, with no pediatric-specific esophageal stents available or clear guidelines for their use.
The idea is to avoid contact with opposing sides to decrease adherence and following stricture formation. Even though this approach has been shown to decrease the rate of stricture formation, so far it has not been accepted as a routine clinical practice[16,17].

Some authors believed that esophageal stents are an effective method for preventing esophageal stricture in the first 48 h and also eliminating esophageal stricture recurrence followed by other dilation methods. Initial reports of outcomes following esophageal stenting described the use of a Silastic tube or polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) rod, both secured at the nose[18-20]. More recently, the use of self-expanding stents placed either endoscopically or under fluoroscopic guidance has been described. Plastic, metal, and biodegradable self-expanding stents have been used for esophageal strictures in children; however, the effectiveness, expensiveness, accessibility, and problems that these stents cause for the patients are still challenging issues[21-23].

Therefore, in this study, we aimed to introduce a new esophageal stenting method by utilizing a chest tube as an available and accessible device in emergency departments for patients suffering from caustic injuries. We also reviewed the etiology of caustic injury pediatrics in southern west Iran and the outcome of several patients treated with this Technique.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study design and participant selection**

In this retrospective study, hospital records during ten years of patients aged under 18 years old who were admitted due to caustic chemical ingestion at the authors’ affiliated hospital, which is a referral center for pediatric injuries, were collected. Data regarding the patient's characteristics, age, cause of the burn, degree of burn, treatment with antibiotics and steroids, use of gastrostomy and jejunostomy, number of dilatations and intervals, surgeries performed, and their complications (anastomotic leakage, esophageal rupture, adhesions, other early and late complications which were in associated to burns) was also gathered.

Various endoscopic grading is available and Zargar’s classification is one of the most commonly used. In his study, Zargar et al[24] found all patients with grade 0, I and IIA burns recovered without sequelae. The majority of grade IIB and all survivors with grade III injury developed eventual esophageal or gastric cicatrization[24].

In our study esophageal stent was utilized in those with grades IIB and III.

**The story and method of esophageal chest tube stenting**

During several years of our clinical experiences, we found that esophageal stricture has developed frequently after caustic ingestion in those who have higher grades of corrosive injuries based on the endoscopically reports. We found that esophageal stents may prevent stricture significantly; however, the recently introduced self-expanding stents were so limited and expensive in our country; and many other low-income regions. Moreover, necrosis, ulceration, tissue hyperplasia, and fistula formation have been frequently reported by self-expandable metallic stents. After re-evaluating the patient’s information, we found that esophageal stricture mostly developed in higher stages of injury (stage IIB and above). There were several recommendations from conservative management and medical therapy (such as steroids) to invasive methods; however, none of them had been proven. Therefore, we start to search for a costly and broadly available device. We consider the chest tube as an esophageal stent which may help; however, there were several concerns about it. The expected complication could be more similar to a plastic stent rather than a metal stent. Plastic stents are said to have lesser tissue hyperplasia but with a higher rate of stent migration and a lower tendency to sustain the significant radial force. Regarding the aforementioned concern, we used the radiopaque section of the chest tube to follow its place after insertion. Likewise, the external part of ECT exited the nose and fixed it to the patient’s cheek using tape. Furthermore, we were afraid of the insertion procedure may lead to esophageal perforation, therefore, we placed it via endoscopy through a guide wire. Likewise, we didn’t consider the injuries of stage IV due to its higher tendency for perforation. Moreover, we applied the anti-reflux medication and encourage the patient to elevate the head of their bed.

In this method, the esophageal chest tube (ECT) stent is inserted either in the first 48-72 h after a caustic injury or precisely after dilatation and is removed after 6-8 wk. In this technique, we utilize the ECT in three steps.

First, the chest tube’s length is measured concerning age, weight, and the stature of each patient. We used different sizes of chest tubes based on the physician’s preference according to the initial endoscopic evaluation. Sedative and analgesic medications were also applied. Afterward, a narrowed section is shaped by obliquely carving the chest tube and maintaining the radiopaque section, which will be positioned from the cricopharyngeal until the external section of the tube. After preparing the ECT, the tube will be inserted orally via endoscopy through a guide wire, with the narrow end positioned out of the mouth (Figure 1A). Following the ECT insertion, we aim to exit it through the nasal cannula, in which we use either a Nelaton or nasogastric tube. In this regard, we insert the tube through the nasal cannula so that it exits the mouth while keeping the proximal section out of the nose.
**Figure 1 Utilizing a chest tube as an esophageal stent in caustic injury in pediatrics.** A: Insertion of esophageal chest tube (ECT) from cricopharyngeal until lower sphincter and exiting the external part from the mouth; B: Suturing the external part of the ECT to a Nelaton or nasogastric tube which has been passed through the nostrils; C: Exiting the external part of the ECT through the nostrils.

Subsequently, the end part of the tube is sutured to the distant narrow part of the ECT (Figure 1B). Therefore, by pulling onto the proximal part of the tube, it will act as a guide for the ECT to extract it through the nasal cannula (Figure 1C). Consequently, the ECT will exit the nose and be fixed to the patient's cheek using tape. (Figure 2). Also, by preserving the radiopaque section of the ECT, monitoring the position of the tube is possible through chest radiography. (Figure 3).

**Follow-up evaluation**

Then patients were evaluated for early complications such as pneumonia, pneumothorax, esophageal rupture, etc., or late complications such as esophageal stricture, gastroesophageal reflux, and the need for colon interposition.

**RESULTS**

During the period of our study, data from 57 patients with an average age of 2.5 years (range 1-12; SD = 1.7) were obtained. The results showed that 89% of esophageal injury was due to alkaline and 9.4% were caused by acidic agents. Table 1 demonstrates the etiology factors of the patients in our study.

The treatment methods showed that 29 patients (50.8%) recovered with dilatation alone. In 16 patients (28.06%), the esophageal repair was performed by using the colon, and in 5 patients (8.7%), other surgical methods were used and in 7 patients (12.2%), the ECT stents were used.

ECT was inserted in 7 cases with a mean age of 2 (range: 1.5-3) years who were classified as grade IIB or III. Grading was performed by endoscopy assessment on the first day. Antibiotics and corticosteroids were administrated as initial medical management for all patients. ECT implantation was done during the first 8 d for 5 out of 7 cases (mean: 3.8 d). For the 2 patients, ECT was used after 27 (patient 6) d and 83 (patient 7) d. The reason for late stenting in these patients was a postponed referral to our center, in which patient 7 even received 4 dilation episodes before visiting our center. ECT was removed after an average of 44 d in the first 5 patients, while in the other 2 patients (6 and 7) was 2 and 1 wk, respectively.

There was no complication related to, or failure of, stent placement. It is worth mentioning that none of the 7 ECT cases required gastrostomy or jejunostomy. Table 2 summarized information on patients managed with esophageal stenting using a chest tube.

**DISCUSSION**

Caustic injuries are considered one of the most prevalent, as well as preventable accidental injuries. Children are among the highest groups at risk of these injuries due to their curiosity and ability to reach objects without discerning their harm and potential dangers[25,26]. In 2009, the Kids’ Inpatient Database of the United States reported 807 cases of caustic injuries. Our study was conducted in southwest Iran, in which 57 pediatric hospitalized patients with caustic injuries were collected for 10 years (1994-2003), demonstrating an annual rate of 5.7 cases/year. In similar studies in our province, Honar et al[27] reported 75 in 2006-2011 (12.5 case/year) and Dehghani et al[10] reported 41 cases from 2015-2016 (20.5 cases/year). This upsurge in the number of cases shows the significance of this matter and therefore, evaluating the etiology and applied management, along with choosing the proper therapeutic option for
Table 1 Etiological features of caustic injury among pediatrics in southern west Iran

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Frequency, n = 57</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caustic Soda</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stove-top cleaner</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrochloric acid</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiled water</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotic Therapy</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroids</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilatation</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stent insertion</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon interposition</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other surgical methods</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrostomy</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jejunostomy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No complication</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumothorax</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esophageal rupture</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Caustic injury pediatrics treated with esophageal stenting using a chest tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mo)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etiology</td>
<td>Caustic soda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of esophageal chest tube insertion (after injury)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esophageal chest tube duration</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement (Frequency)</td>
<td>1:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical intervention</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of follow-up (mo)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Satisfaction</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these patients is necessary.

Among the contributing factors to this increasing number of cases per year may be the increased use, easy accessibility, and low cost of detergents and bleaches, especially in developing countries. Alkaline was considered the most corrosive agent in this study with an incidence of 89% (50 out of 57 cases), while acid agents consisted of 9.4% (5 out of 57 cases) of the etiologies in our study population. In a
similar study in our center, 64 hospitalized patients were reported to have had alkaline ingestion for 4 years[11]. Also, in a study conducted in Australia, 74% of caustic ingestion occurred by alkaline agents [28]. Acids, regarding their low viscosity and therefore rapid transfer to the stomach and also due to their nature cause coagulation necrosis, with eschar formation that may prevent further damage and limit the injury depth. Conversely, alkalis bind to tissue proteins and lead to liquefactive necrosis and saponification, and penetrate deeper into tissues, assisted by a higher viscosity and a longer contact time through the esophagus. On the other hand, children usually tend to swallow a larger amount of alkaline because alkalis are usually odorless and tasteless; although, acidic agents have a sour taste which makes children spit them out. Another point for our region (the south of Iran) is the excessive use of air conditioners followed by its cleaner that fundamentally and are made by NaOH which kept in beverage bottles without any warning label in addition to the low educational level of parents have led to increasing the occurrence of esophageal burn by caustic ingestion.

In caustic injury patients, a preliminary survey includes airway assessment as well as fluid and electrolyte balance[12]. We also administered antibiotics along with corticosteroids as medical management. Among the most imperative complications of esophageal burns is a stricture. Katz et al[9] reported esophageal stricture in more than 90% of patients with grade 3 and almost 30%-70% of grade 2B caustic injury. Malignant transformation to esophageal cancer is one of the following complications of esophageal stricture[29]. Studies have also reported that esophageal stricture is associated with hiatal hernia, reflux disease, dysphagia symptoms, and causing difficulties for esophageal reconstruction[30-32]. A study in 1992 evaluated the administration efficacy of antibiotic and systemic steroids simultaneously in caustic ingestion, which concluded that antibiotics with steroids might be useful in reducing strictures in patients with esophageal burns[33]. Controversially, a controlled randomized trial revealed the corticosteroids' ineffectiveness in preventing esophageal stricture in children with a caustic injury [34]. Therefore, novel therapeutic approaches for preventing or managing esophageal strictures that would enable a child to tolerate an oral diet in a more expeditious and less invasive manner would be highly desirable. Furthermore, the oblique cutting of the ECT facilitates feeding and also prevents unintentional aspiration.
In this report, we utilized the chest tube, as a broadly available and well-known equipment in all emergency departments, proposed as an esophageal stent for not only preventing esophageal stricture in the first 48 h but also after dilatation. Formerly, self-expanding plastic stents (SEPS) and fully covered self-expanding metal stents (FCSEMS) have been used for stenting, and each had its advantage and disadvantage. The success rate for SEPS showed 50% by Broto et al.[21] and 75% for FCSEMS by Zhang et al.[22].

Stent migration is another common complication that has been reported in 14% to 48% of cases, which has been related to the type of stent[35]. Metal stents that are fully covered with PTFE, polyurethane, or silicone have a higher chance of migration, compared with uncovered metal stents, which are held in place by hyper-granulation and mucosal ingrowth; nevertheless, these proliferations contribute to ulcers and stricture; hence, the removal of the metal stent is more challenging. Self-expanding plastic stents are at greater risk of migration when compared with self-expanding metal stents, which are daunted in benign esophageal stenosis due to their high incidence of necrosis and ulceration, tissue hyperplasia, new stricture or fistula formation, and the tendency for the metal portion to embed within the esophageal wall[38,39]. Best et al.[40] and Manfredi et al.[39] reported high rates of mucosal ingrowth and hyper-granulation, causing difficulty in stent removal and stent-induced ulceration. Since the ECT is inserted from below the cricopharyngeal till the lower esophagus sphincter and also fixed from outside of the nose, this decreases the chance of migration compared to other methods of fixation using thread and suture. Furthermore, the stent material safeguards cell proliferation into the stent, resulting in easy removal of the ECT and less complication such as esophageal ulcers and hyper-granulation.

Among the other advantages of the ECT is that the patient will be able to tolerate oral feeding with soft diets as well as liquids, so the foods are based on the inlet of the ECT, which is located in the cricopharyngeal area and allows a pathway to the stomach. However, since the ECT covers the total length of the esophagus to the lower sphincter, a risk of reflux should be considered which can be managed with proper anti-reflux medication.

Among the patients in our study, 5 were satisfied with their results, while two (patients 4 and 7) had mild esophageal stenosis. Among these two, patient 4 had ECT for 90 d. The exact duration in which stents should be used is still a matter of debate. The European Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Recommendations for the Stenting of Benign Esophageal Strictures acknowledges this lack of data available and suggests the insertion of self-expanding metal and plastic stents for a minimum of 6-8 wk and no more than three mo[41]. Likewise, we recommend removing the ECT after 6-8 wk. Furthermore, patient 7 had ECT inserted 83 d after the injury, which had already caused chronic damage and stricture. It is also worth mentioning that ECT was inserted in one of the patients with grade I caustic injury, which was intended as prophylaxis for esophageal stenosis.

Endoscopic dilatation with a balloon has been the standard of treatment for benign esophageal strictures; nevertheless, the recurrence rate was reported to be 30%-40%[38]. Increasing the victims of caustic ingestion on one hand, and the high economic burden, on the other hand, made us use the ECT in early stenting, which is more economical, broadly available, and also regarding its high efficacy. In this study, we just want to report our experience in a referral center in a low-income country. Of course, there is an inevitable need to examine it during the trials. Also, we don't recommend this in the situation that another stent is available.

Limitations

Several caveats regarding our study deserve mention. First, this was a retrospective, single-institution series of esophageal stents deployed in a heterogeneous group of patients. Also, our series lack of control group and consists of a small sample size. This study was non-comparative and did not compare stenting to other therapeutic options. However, our study’s main focus was utilizing an already existing device, the chest tube, as an esophageal stent for the early management of caustic injury pediatrics, especially in centers with limited equipment.

CONCLUSION

Caustic injury and its management are among the most challenging problems among pediatric surgeons. The availability, efficiency, and economic aspect of materials are important factors that should be taken into consideration in planning the therapeutic approach for these patients. In this study, we successfully report utilizing a chest tube, as an available device in almost every emergency department, as a method for esophageal stenting. This method should especially be considered in developing countries with limited utilities and also emergency departments and centers with restricted access to modern equipment.
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Research background
Using esophageal stenting for future stricture formation prevention is very controversial, with no clear guidelines for their use. The idea is to avoid contact with opposing sides to decrease adherence and following stricture formation. Even though this approach has been shown to decrease the rate of stricture formation.

Research Motivation
Different stents have been introduced so far, however, the effectiveness, expensiveness, accessibility, and problems that these stents cause for the patients are still challenging issues.

Research objectives
To introduce a new esophageal stenting method by utilizing a chest tube as an available and accessible device in emergency departments for patients suffering from caustic injuries.

Research methods
Collect demographic data of children with caustic injuries respectively, patients who had stage IIB and III of corrosive injuries were eligible for esophageal chest tube insertion.

Research results
Twenty-nine patients (50.8%) recovered with dilatation alone, 16 needed esophageal repair, and an esophageal chest tube (ECT) was inserted for 7 patients. None of the 7 ECT cases required gastrostomy or jejunostomy.

Research conclusions
We successfully report utilizing a chest tube, as an available device in almost every emergency department, as a method for esophageal stenting. This method is could be an alternative in developing countries with limited utilities as well as centers with restricted access to modern equipment.

Research perspectives
The chest tube has many advantages, it has a radiopaque line that could be used to monitor it, and patients could get an oral diet after stabilization. it is also costly and broadly available. By keeping the advantage and improving its problem, it could be used more efficiently. Moreover, it should be examined during different trials.
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Three novel homozygous ITGB2 mutations among two patients with leukocyte adhesion defect type-1: Two case reports

Yiwa Suksawat, Punchama Pacharn, Nunthana Siripipattanamongkol, Boonchai Boonyawat

Abstract

BACKGROUND
A leukocyte adhesion defect (LAD) is a rare primary immunodeficiency disorder. LAD type 1 (LAD-1) is the most common, which is caused by ITGB2 mutation resulting in dysfunction of β2 integrin, which impairs leukocyte adherence to the endothelium.

CASE SUMMARY
The first two cases of LAD-1 in Thailand presented with recurrent omphalitis, soft tissue infection, marked leukocytosis, and neutrophilia. One patient experienced delayed umbilical cord separation. Mutation analysis was performed by direct DNA sequencing of the ITGB2 gene. The results revealed two novel homozygous missense mutations, c.920C>T (p.Leu307Pro) in exon 8 and c.758G>A (p.Arg253His) in exon 7, and one novel homozygous nonsense mutation, c.262C>T (p.Gln88Ter) in exon 4, in the genomic DNA of the first and second patients, respectively. Heterozygous mutations were identified in the parents of both patients, suggesting a carrier status. The patients were administered intravenous antibiotics for infections with good clinical responses. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation could not be performed due to the unavailability of matched donors. However, a significant decline in infections was observed after antibiotic prophylaxis. Several follow-up visits were conducted for both patients. They are currently 6 years old.
CONCLUSION
Molecular analysis is essential for definitive diagnosis, early treatment implementation, and prevention of LAD-1 in future pregnancy.

Key Words: Leukocyte adhesion defect; ITGB2; Omphalitis; Bacterial soft tissue infection; Molecular investigation; Case report
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Core Tip: Leukocyte adhesion defect (LAD) is a rare autosomal recessive primary immunodeficiency disorder characterized by defects in the leukocyte recruitment cascade. LAD type 1, caused by a mutation in ITGB2, is the most common form. Here, we report the first two cases of LAD type 1 with a molecularly confirmed ITGB2 mutation in Thailand. At the time of initial presentation, both patients had recurrent omphalitis, bacterial soft tissue infection, and marked leukocytosis. Molecular analysis revealed two missense variants and one nonsense mutation. Early identification of these patients by molecular analysis was proven essential for definitive diagnosis, proper antibiotic prophylaxis, and initiation of matched donor hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.

INTRODUCTION
Leukocyte adhesion defect (LAD) is a rare autosomal recessive primary immunodeficiency disorder affecting one in every 100000 individuals. A deficiency in the leukocyte adhesion cascade to the blood vessel wall is the pathogenesis of LAD and is classified into three types. LAD type 1 (LAD-1) (OMIM#116920), which is caused by a mutation in the ITGB2 gene, is the most common form. The ITGB2 gene (OMIM#600065) is located on 21q22.3 and encoded the common β subunit of the β2 integrin protein (CD18). Dysfunctional β2 integrin is the main defect in LAD-1 and is attributable to impaired neutrophil firm adhesion[1]. The hallmark characteristics are recurrent bacterial skin and soft tissue infections, omphalitis, and delayed umbilical cord separation. In addition, the absence of pus formation is a distinctive feature[2]. LAD-1 diagnosis can be confirmed by flow cytometric expression of CD18 and CD11 on leukocytes or ITGB2 mutation analysis[2,3]. To date, more than 110 mutations have been identified[3]. Here, we report the first two cases of LAD-1 with molecularly confirmed ITGB2 mutation in Thailand. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Royal Thai Army.

CASE PRESENTATION

Chief complaints
Case 1: A 21-mo-old Burmese boy presented with prolonged fever and multiple whitish ulcers in the oropharynx (Patient #1, P1).

Case 2: A 9-d-old Thai girl presented with redness around the umbilical stump (Patient #2, P2).

History of present illness
Case 1: The patient had fever and dyspnea for 3 wk. Additionally, he had been previously treated in Myanmar and Laos; however, his clinical condition had deteriorated, and he was referred from a rural hospital near the Thai border. He was on the verge of respiratory failure due to acute upper airway obstruction. Emergency tracheostomy was performed, and pus with debris extending to the oropharynx, larynx, and epiglottis was discovered intraoperatively. Streptococcus viridans and Staphylococcus epidermidis were identified in the pus cultures. Although intravenous antibiotics were administered, healing of the wound was difficult. He was re-admitted several times with chronic wound infections around the tracheostomy site, Pseudomonas aeruginosa pneumonia, oral candidiasis, and cellulitis. Several organisms, including Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Salmonella gr.B, and carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae Klebsiella pneumoniae were identified in pus cultures.

**Case 2:** At 9 d of age, she presented with fever and abdominal distension. Physical examination revealed minimal pus with redness around the umbilical stump (Figure 1). The patient was then diagnosed with omphalitis. Intravenous cloxacillin and metronidazole were administered; however, her clinical condition worsened. Omphalitis persisted until 4 wk of age. Pus culture revealed *Staphylococcus epidermidis, Escherichia coli,* and extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing *Klebsiella pneumoniae.* The intravenous antibiotics were switched to carbapenems, with some clinical improvement. She was re-admitted because of recurrent omphalitis at 6 wk of age. After administration of intravenous antibiotics for 3 d, her symptoms subsided. At 2 mo of age, she was referred to our university hospital for assessment of recurrent omphalitis.

**History of past illness**

**Case 1:** The patient had a delayed umbilical cord detachment 30 d after birth and delayed wound healing, resulting in difficult-to-treat omphalitis.

**Case 2:** The patient’s umbilical cord was separated 20 d after birth.

**Personal and family history**

**Case 1:** The patient was born at term with an uneventful pregnancy and delivery history. The patient completed an extended immunization program based on his age. His sister had no health issues despite being the second child of consanguineous parents.

**Case 2:** The patient was born at term with an uneventful pregnancy and perinatal history. Her birth weight was 2650 g. BCG and HBV vaccines were administered after birth. She was the first child of a couple who had denied consanguinity.

**Physical examination**

**Case 1:** Physical examination of P1 revealed a weight of 9.5 kg (3rd percentile) and a height of 82 cm (25th –50th percentile). Multiple whitish ulcers were present on both lips and the oral cavity, and a BCG scar was observed on the left shoulder. Mild hepatosplenomegaly was observed.

**Case 2:** Physical examination of P2 revealed normal growth parameters. Periumbilical redness with a lack of pus formation was observed, and a BCG scar was observed on the left shoulder.

**Laboratory examinations**

**Case 1:** Complete blood count revealed leukocytosis (WBC 94600/mm$^3$) and neutrophil predominance (67166/mm$^3$), while anti-HIV was negative. Bone marrow aspiration revealed no evidence of hematological malignancy. His parents were asked for permission to conduct immunologic tests, but they denied due to financial concerns.

**Case 2:** Complete blood count showed significant leukocytosis (65300/mm$^3$) and neutrophilia (46800/mm$^3$). The lymphocyte populations determined using flow cytometry, serum immunoglobulin levels, and dihydrorhodamine 123 assays were normal.

**Imaging examinations**

**Case 1:** Chest radiography showed patchy infiltration in both lower lungs. Computed tomography of the neck showed obstruction of the upper airway due to an infection involving the mucosa of the oropharynx, hypopharynx, glottic, and subglottic levels.

**Case 2:** Anatomical abnormalities of the umbilicus were excluded by abdominal ultrasound, which revealed neither a patent urachus nor an omphalomesenteric cyst. The diagnosis of LAD-1 was suspected in both patients.

**Further diagnostic work-up**

After informed consent was obtained from the patients and their parents, genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes using commercially available kits, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Sixteen coding exons and exon-intron boundaries of the ITGB2 gene were amplified by PCR using primers as described previously$[4,5].$ Each 50 μL PCR mixture contained 1.5 mmol/L MgCl$_2$, 200 μmol/L of each dNTP, 0.5 μmol/L of each primer, 100 to 200 ng of genomic DNA and 1.25 units of Taq DNA polymerase. The PCR conditions were as follows: Initial denaturation at 95°C for 5 min; 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 62°C to 64°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 45 s; and a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. All PCR products were purified and directly sequenced in both the forward and reverse directions. The reference sequences were NM_000211.5 and NP_000202.3 for ITGB2 cDNA and β2 integrin amino acid positions, respectively.
Results
Homozygous of two novel “likely pathogenic” missense variants, c.920T>C (p.Leu307Pro) in exon 8 and c.758G>A (p.Arg253His) in exon 7, and homozygous of a novel nonsense mutation, c.262C>T (p.Gln88Ter) in exon 4 of the ITGB2 gene were identified in the genomic DNA of P1 and P2, respectively. Mutations were also characterized by the heterozygous state in both parents of P1 and P2, suggesting carrier status in the parents (Figure 2). The pathogenicity predictions for these mutations are summarized in Table 1.
Clinical and laboratory information, including ITGB2 mutation analysis results for both patients, are summarized in Table 2.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The final diagnosis for both patients was LAD-1 with the carrier status in the parents.

TREATMENT
Case 1
Intravenous cloxacillin, ceftazidime, and amikacin were administered for chronic wound and soft tissue infections, resulting in good clinical responses.

Case 2
The use of intravenous gentamycin and ciprofloxacin for recurrent omphalitis improved her clinical outcome. She has not presented with omphalitis since that time.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Currently, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation cannot be performed because of the unavailability of matched donors. Sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim with itraconazole prophylaxis was initiated and a significant decline in infection was noted. P1 developed a soft tissue infection around the tracheostomy, and P2 had occasional gastroenteritis and chronic otitis media in response to antibiotics. Several follow-up visits were conducted for both patients. They are currently six years old.

DISCUSSION
LAD-1 was first identified in 1979[6]. To date, more than 400 LAD-1 cases have been reported with the highest prevalence in Iran, the United States, and India in over 100 publications[7,8]. Our report is the first case series of LAD-1 diagnosed in Thailand. Patients with LAD-1 usually present in infancy with delayed umbilical cord separation, omphalitis, and skin infection in both mucosal and subcutaneous
Table 1 Pathogenicity prediction of mutation/variant(s) identified in the ITGB2 gene in Patient 1 and Patient 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information/computation (in silico) predictive programs</th>
<th>c.920T&gt;C (p.Leu307Pro) in exon 8</th>
<th>c.758G&gt;A (p.Arg253His) in exon 7</th>
<th>c.262C&gt;T (p.Gln88Ter) in exon 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human gene mutation database (HGMD)</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National center for biotechnology information (NCBI): dbSNP and ClinVar</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>Uncertain significance rs200423927</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exome aggregation consortium (ExAC) and 1000 genomes project</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
<td>ExAC 0.0002817 heterozygous (only)</td>
<td>Not identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation taster (<a href="http://www.mutationtaster.org/">http://www.mutationtaster.org/</a>)</td>
<td>Disease causing</td>
<td>Disease causing</td>
<td>Disease causing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolyPhen (<a href="http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/">http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/</a>)</td>
<td>Probably damaging</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT (<a href="http://sift.jcvi.org/">http://sift.jcvi.org/</a>)</td>
<td>Damaging</td>
<td>Damaging</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACMG classification (2015)</td>
<td>Likely pathogenic (PM2, PM3, PP2, PP3)</td>
<td>Likely pathogenic (PM2, PM3, PP2, PP3)</td>
<td>Pathogenic (PVS1, PM2, PM3, PP3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Clinical, laboratory and molecular information in two patients with leukocyte adhesion defect type-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical information</th>
<th>Patient 1</th>
<th>Patient 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of onset</td>
<td>1 mo</td>
<td>9 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical characteristics</td>
<td>Omphalitis</td>
<td>Omphalitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soft tissue infection</td>
<td>Gastroenteritis (occasional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delayed wound healing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay separation of the umbilical cord</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of consanguineous marriage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisms</td>
<td>Streptococcus viridans</td>
<td>Staphylococcus epidermidis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staphylococcus epidermidis</td>
<td>Escherichia coli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staphylococcus aureus</td>
<td>Klebsiella pneumonia, ESBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pseudomonas aeruginosa and others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White blood cells (WBC)</td>
<td>94600/mm³</td>
<td>65300/mm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute neutrophils counts (ANC)</td>
<td>67166/mm³</td>
<td>46800/mm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITGB2 mutation</td>
<td>c.920T&gt;C (p.Leu307Pro) in exon 8 and c.758G&gt;A (p.Arg253His) in exon 7</td>
<td>c.262C&gt;T (p.Gln88Ter) in exon 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome (at present)</td>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>Alive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ESBL: Extended-spectrum beta-lactamase.

tissues. LAD-1 is classified as mild (LAD-1'), moderate (LAD-1), or severe (LAD-1°) depending on CD18 expression in neutrophils. Although the CD18 expression study remains unavailable at our institution, our patients were suspected of having LAD-1° due to the early age of onset[3,7-9]. Both patients experienced omphalitis at the first presentation, which was also the most common initial manifestation among patients with LAD-1° in related studies[8,10,11]. However, delayed cord separation after three weeks was only observed in P1, suggesting that this clinical feature may not be an essential characteristic of LAD-1°[8-10,12].

Other common infections that have been widely reported in related studies, including respiratory tract infection and sepsis[5-8,10], were not identified in P2, which could possibly be explained by early diagnosis and antibiotic prophylaxis in this patient. The spectra of infectious organisms in our patients were similar to those of other reported cohorts in which bacterial infections, including gram-positive cocci (Staphylococci or Streptococci) and gram-negative bacteria (Pseudomonas aeruginosa or Klebsiella pneumoniae) were predominantly identified[8,9,11]. Marked neutrophilic leukocytosis, which is the hallmark of LAD-1, was found in both patients.

The BCG vaccine is routinely prescribed for newborns as part of the national immunization program in Thailand. Vaccine-associated serious BCG infection has been reported among people with
immunodeficiency, particularly severe combined immunodeficiency and chronic granulomatous disease (CGD)\[13\]. Furthermore, we previously described a case of X-linked CGD with disseminated BCG infection\[14\]. According to the recent vaccination recommendations for primary immunodeficiency disease, live bacterial vaccines, such as BCG vaccine, are not recommended for patients with LAD\[15\]. Nevertheless, no BCG vaccine-related complications were reported among patients with LAD in the most recent systematic review\[13\], except for one reported Japanese girl with LAD-1 who had necrotizing ulcers after BCG vaccination\[16\]. This phenomenon is explained by a study in mice with abnormal integrins, CD11a and CD18, which were susceptible to Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection, indicating that adhesion molecules are essential for mycobacterial immunity\[17\]. Because BCG vaccination was administered to both patients at birth, BCG-related complications were monitored. To date, BCG-related complications have not been observed.

The diagnosis of LAD-1 is based on either the flow cytometric expression study of CD18 on leukocytes or molecular confirmation. Due to the unavailability of the CD18 expression study at our institution, molecular analysis by direct DNA sequencing of ITGB2 was performed. Mutations in the ITGB2 gene are heterogeneous, and missense mutations are the main cause of LAD-1 deficiency. Most mutations are located in the highly conserved domain, Von Willebrand Factor type A (VWFA), which consists of 240 amino acids encoded by exons 5 to 9 of the ITGB2 gene. This domain is required for the enzymatic activity of the β2 integrin (CD18). Other mutations are scattered throughout the gene\[3,4,7,8,10\].

This study identified three novel mutations: two likely deleterious missense mutations and one deleterious nonsense mutation. The two missense variants, c.920C>T (p.Leu307Pro) in exon 8 and c.758G>A (p.Arg253His) in exon 7, which were identified in P1, are located in the VWFA domain, which is highly conserved in the β2 integrin protein. The c.920C>T variant has never been identified in either the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) or the 1000 Genomes Project population databases. c.758G>A is a rare variant identified in approximately 4 of 8632 individuals of East Asian ancestry according to the ExAC database and was identified only in the heterozygous state. Additionally, these
two homozygous missense mutations were not identified in the Thai Reference Exome variant database (1092 unrelated Thai individuals; T-Rex, https://trex.nbt.or.th/).

Most of the in silico analysis tools consistently predicted these two variants that may damage protein function (Table 1). Many missense pathogenic variants in nearby residues in the ITGB2 gene have been reported to be associated with LAD-1[3]. These reasons support the possibility of “likely pathogenic” for both missense variants in Myanmar patient with LAD-1. Further in vitro studies may address the possible impact of amino acid substitutions on the function of β2 integrin. Unfortunately, functional studies cannot be performed at our institution. Two mutations were detected simultaneously in some of the previously reported patients[4]. One nonsense mutation, c.262C>T (p.Gln88Ter) in exon 4, which was identified in P2, leads to a premature stop at codon 88 which normally encodes for glutamine and results in loss of both active VWFA and cysteine rich domains of β2 integrin protein. This nonsense mutation has never been reported in the ExAC or 1000 Genomes Project databases. The VWFA domain is crucial for the structural association of a β-integrin subunits for heterodimer formation on the cell surface and functional activity. Any significant alterations in this region will definitely have a deleterious effect on the expression and function of β2 integrin and result in the LAD-1 phenotype among most patients with LAD-1[8,10]. Even though consanguineous marriage was denied by the parents of P2, consanguinity could not be excluded based on the identification of a novel nonsense mutation in the homozygous state in the patient and the heterozygous state in both parents.

LAD-1 has an extremely poor prognosis, with the majority of patients dying within two years of life [7,12]. Early hematopoietic stem cell transplantation remains the treatment of choice, but this is unavailable for the majority of affected children in developing countries, including our patients. Thus, antibiotics used for prophylaxis and treatment of infections are the mainstay of treatment, while waiting for matched donors.

CONCLUSION

Herein, we report two classic cases of severe LAD-1. Early onset and recurrent omphalitis were common pathognomonic signs in our patients. A significant increase in white blood cell counts combined with neutrophilia should increase the awareness of LAD-1. Mutation analysis of the ITGB2 gene remains the gold standard for the diagnosis of LAD-1. Three novel homozygous ITGB2 mutations were identified in these patients. Molecular investigation is essential for definitive diagnosis, early treatment implementation, and prenatal diagnosis in future pregnancies.
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